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The internet is transforming research and collaboration 

Source: 



Papers are created internationally 

Source: Knowledge, networks and nations. Global scientific collaboration in the 21st century - The Royal Society - 2011 



Source: Knowledge, networks and nations. Global scientific collaboration in the 21st century - The Royal Society - 2011 

International collaboration is highly beneficial 



Collaboration between US institutions is increasing 

Source: The U.S. Science and Engineering Landscape - National Science Foundation - 2014 



Collaborating is frustrating 



•  Dealing with multiple versions of the same document; 
•  Long email chains passing files around; 
•  Hours spent formatting & typesetting; 
•  Maintaining and formatting references & citations; 
•  Long revision cycles to incorporate comments, leading to 

more of the above. 

Endless problems 



The entire document’s lifecycle is affected 



One version of the document, accessible by all 



John Hammersley John Lees-Miller 

Overleaf Founders 



2,000,000 documents 

250,000 authors  

2,000 institutions 

…in 2 years 

Worldwide growth 



“It really streamlined the process of 
writing the paper… I was happy to find a 
21st century solution.” 

 Artem Kaznatcheev  
Researcher at McGill University 

The perks of real time collaboration 





Users can choose from over 1000 LaTeX template options. 



Edit on the left, see the typeset version on the right  



Edit underlying LaTeX source, if needed 



In-line comments & tracked changes for review 



Integrated with other services, e.g. reference managers 



Direct submission to journals and repositories 



Sample of current partners 

•  Nature Publishing Group (NPG) 

•  The Optical Society (OSA) 

•  Oxford University Press (OUP) 

•  Genetics Society of America (GSA) 

•  F1000Research 

•  PeerJ 

•  Aries Systems ☺ 

•  ArXiv 

•  BioRxiv 

•  Figshare  

•  Editage (Cactus)  

•  Axios Review 



“The integration of Overleaf into our editorial workflow enabled the 
swift processing of the authors' manuscripts and simplified the 
procedure for our pre-publication checks.” 

Fully integrated with F1000Research for editorial workflow 



Branded version of the editor allows for customizations  



Or	  pass	  directly	  into	  Aries	  Editorial	  Manager	  thru	  ingest	  service	  

Custom submission links – automated pre-submission checks 
 



Transferred submission retains origin information 



Custom templates and template landing pages 



Overleaf for institutions at Stanford 



Metrics: providing data on usage, collaborations & outputs 

Surveys	  help	  collect	  &	  evaluate	  user	  feedback.	  
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